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Methods

Introduction
• Tropical cyclones have caused $1.034 trillion in damages in the U.S. since 1980 (CPI adjusted to 2021 USD).
• The majority of hurricane damages are caused by flooding.
• Barrier islands can be effective at reducing mainland flooding by attenuating incoming storm surges.
• This ability is likely dependent on the island’s scale and configuration.
• Past numerical modeling studies investigating the ability of barrier islands to reduce storm surges have typically focused on
a few real-world locations rather than broad, idealized studies.
• This is problematic since barrier islands naturally have a wide range of variability.
• Data must be collected on their natural variability to model a wide range of potential barrier islands accurately.
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• Out of the 15 variables in the
dataset, variations to island
length, distance to shore, inlet
width, and inlet depth were
shortlisted for initial simulations.
• Data distributions for all
variables were found to aid in
choosing appropriate scales of
islands being represented
in modeling.
• This was accomplished by fitting
Kernel distributions to each
variable in MATLAB.
• Prototype meshes were
designed to accommodate the
largest barrier islands found in
the dataset.
• These meshes contain:
• 92,588 nodes (left mesh)
• 182,219 elements (left mesh)
• 100m min element size
• 5km max element size
• 100km x 100km domain size
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Aerial view of transects taken from lidar – derived DEM data at Shell Island, directly
seaward of Tyndall AFB

Cross shore profile of the Shell Island transects, directly seaward of Tyndall AFB.

Probability density function of beach widths overlaid
with a fitted Kernel distribution

Work-in-progress mesh that may be used in idealized
modeling containing a single barrier island.

Probability density function of beach slopes overlaid with
a fitted Kernel distribution

Work-in-progress mesh that may be used in idealized
modeling containing a four barrier islands.

Future Work

Data Collection and Compilation
• A database of barrier island
morphological features was compiled
from multiple sources. i, ii, iii
• Data from 22 barrier islands along the
Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Coasts
was included.
• Sites were chosen for inclusion
based on:
• Data availability
• Geographic location
• Morphology
• Level of development
• 15 different morphologic
variables were included
in the database.
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• Run initial modeling experiments using the ADCIRC hydrodynamic model while
varying island length, inlet width, inlet depth, and the distance from the barrier
island to the mainland.
• Model will be forced along the boundary using a storm surge signal
with different properties.
• Investigate the interaction between these variables and how the inundation
characteristics are affected.
• Future experiments will be designed to improve preliminary efforts.
• Results may enhance coastal resiliency measures by providing government agencies,
stakeholders, and authorities guidance on barrier island restoration and creation.
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Map of North Carolina barrier islands included in the database
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• This data will be used to
determine the appropriate sizing
of artificial barrier islands in
future idealized modeling.
• This data will be made freely
available to the public at
a later date.
Map of Gulf Coast barrier islands included in the database

Map of Georgia barrier islands included in the
database

